I. Call to Order:

Jacob Dumez called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. and gave remote meeting and public comment information.

Meeting Attendees: Gloria Berry, Jacob Denney, Elena Chavez Quezada, Amanda Fried, Norel Knowles, Jim Pugh, Shirley Yee, Susie Smith, Dulce Garcia

Members Absent: Bina Shirmali and Roberto Vargas

II. Community Engagement & Community Research

The Abundant Birth Project video was unable to be played remotely due to technical difficulties. Jacob Dumez suggested visiting the Advisory Group website and members and attendees could view the video there. The video can be viewed at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKwN2R8mEWs

III. Criteria for GI Pilots

Jacob Dumez reviewed what other Guaranteed Income pilots are doing around the United States and their features, along with recommendations from the University of San Francisco graduate students and feedback from guest speakers.

IV. Developing Recommended Criteria for a San Francisco Pilot

Shirley Yee and Norel Knowles facilitated a group discussion on recommended criteria for the San Francisco Pilot. The following questions were asked to frame the discussion:

- Where can the guaranteed income pilots in San Francisco make the most impact?
- Should all pilots be location based?
- How do you feel about big donors and philanthropy?
- What are necessary components for guaranteed income pilots?

V. Public Comment

The advisory group took public comment. Carolyn Goosen from the San Francisco Public Defenders office made a comment. No other public comments were made.
The next meeting will be on Friday, August 13 at 1pm. Send questions to Jacob Dumez or submit public comment at Jacob.dumez@sfgov.org.